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The Brand
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Brand Attributes:

Culture: California, Diverse, San Diego

Customers: Homeowners, Landlords, Those in Need

Voice: Understanding, Knowledgable, Helpful

Feelings: Trust, Safety, Satisfaction

Impacts: Security, Relief, Preparedness

X-Factors: Centered on family values and integrity, payment

flexibility, high quality services while adhering to all laws of the

practice

About:
East to West, founded in 2021 by Chris Roberts, provides plumbing 

and HVAC services to any local in need of assistance through its 

reliable workers. Oriented around family core values and based 

off of East Coast plumbing practices, East to West aims to bring 

affordable and professional services to any Californian. Services 

include emergency plumbing repairs and or general maintenance. 

Installation for remodels and HVAC services are also available.  

Design Inspiration:
Inspired by New England styles from the East Coast, East to West 

overall design consists of retro design aspects fused with modern 

styles. Centered around the theme of nautical compasses and 

plumbing, East to West takes its color theme from copper pipes, 

patina rust, and the black inside of a compass. 

Mission Statement:
East to West provides plumbing and HVAC services to any 

Californian in need of maintenance and repairs with an 

understanding voice. We make sure our clients feel safe and 

relieved that the job was accomplished successfully by maintaining 

our integrity through professional practices.  

Company Slogan: 
“East to West where the plumbing is best!”



BRAND STYLES: MAIN LOGOS
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Main Logo: 
Main brand logo use on most 

applications. Not preferred on 

some center aligned layouts. 

Wavy Logo: 
Use on social media and 

some promotional items. Not 

preferred for stationary.

Typographic Logo: 
Use on most applications. 

Works best with vertical 

layouts and center aligned 

layouts. Works well for small 

prints such as business cards.

Emblem Logo: 
Use on rounded applications such as 

promo items and clothing. Not preferred 

for printed items such as stationary.

Logo Mark: 
Compass has no clearance space and 

may be placed in layout anyway such 

as cropped or made big or small (but 

not to be smaller than 1 inch). Better 

paired with Typo-graphic Logo to 

avoid excess repetition. 

Colors: 
Colors may not be changed for main 

logos. Black and white versions may 

be used for printed materials. For one 

color use it is recommended to use 

simplified logos. 

Strokes: 
All Logos may have a white 

stroke on busy and dark 

backgrounds to help with 

contrast (including images). 

Avoid adding stroke when on 

a light background.

Minimum Sizes: 
All horizontal logos are to be no smaller 

than 1.5 inches wide. Emblem logo is to be 

no smaller than 1.5 inches high. Simplified 

logos may be used for anything smaller 

than 1.5 inches.

Clearance Space: 
All compass included logos should have 

a clear zone the size of the letter “S” from 

compass mark. Typographic logo will use 

“services” letter “S” instead for reference.

1.5” W

1.5” H



BRAND STYLES: SIMPLIFIED LOGOS
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Simplified Logos: 
Use for one color applications, 

watermark, and small-scale 

applications only (1.5 inches or 

smaller). Do not combine with 

main logos in same layout. Color 

overlay of any single color is ok 

but recommended to use corporate 

colors. *Refer to versions and color 

section for more info

glass Surfaces: 
Simplified logos are ideal for 

glass surfaces such as a window. 

May only be in white or black. 

Use cutout version only.

Versions & Color: 
For the simplified logos there is 

a cutout version (minus white) 

and a single-color version 

(white included).  Color overlay 

of any single color is ok but 

recommended to use corporate 

colors. Recommended to use on 

colors that contrast. 

Watermarks: 
Simplified logos can be used as a 

watermark on images and videos. 

Cutout version used in white or 

black only may be applied. Avoid 

busy areas when placing in layout. 

Adjust opacity according to 

background.

Simplified Mark: 
Same rules of simplified logos 

apply. Mark works well with 

promotional material if desired. 

Simplified Mark may be used to 

create a new pattern.



TYPOGRAPHY & COLOR
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TANGIER (Script)

ABCDEFGH IJKLM-
NOPQRST U V WXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
12364567890 !@#$% &̂*()+{}?
ST YLE      ST YLE      
ST YLE     ST YLE

OSKAR (San-serif)

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
12364567890 !@#$%^&*()+{}?

STYLE    STYLE    STYLE
STYLE    STYLE    STYLE

SCALA PRO (Optional serif text)

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
12364567890 !@#$%^&*()+{}?

STYLE   STYLE   STYLE

STYLE   STYLE   STYLE

TANGIER

OSKAR

PANTONE P 179-15 C

RGB: #0aa98f
C:75%  M:0%  Y:51%  K:9% C:0%  M:79%  Y:80%  K:41% C:0%  M:0%  Y:0%  K:95%

PANTONE P 47-7 C

RGB: #9e3a25

PANTONE P 133-14 C

RGB: #333132

Typographic Style:
Oskar to be used in most typed products. 

Optional Scala Pro font may be used for 

formal applications. Preferred to use 

corporate colors but not necessary. Tangier 

is a decorative font and can only be used for 

artistic purposes (ex. pattern making). 

Color STYLE:
Colors can have a tint or shade, do not alter hue. 

Mixing colors together not recommended.



ICONS & PATTERNS
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Pattern Style:
Styles come in typographic, Compass, and line 

patterns. Do not overlap patterns. Use corporate 

colors only (tints and shades ok). Sizing and 

spacing of pattern elements may be adjusted. 

Icon Style:
Icons come in line version or regular version. 

Icons used for most applications. Icons must have 

white behind them. Colors may be corporate only 

(no tints or shades). Use regular versions on busy 

backgrounds.

Typographic Pattern:
This pattern consists of letters from mark. You 

may mess around with elements in different ways. 

Do not change hue.

Typographic Pattern:
This pattern consists of compasses. Elements Can be 

modified and rearranged in many ways. Great for 

most environemental applications such as van wrap.

Line Pattern:
This pattern consists of a line gradiation. Elements Can 

be modified to provide more line spacing only. Great for 

stationary system and other printed mediums.



IMAGERY
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Image Styles:
Images may be full color, or black and white. For duotone and color overlay 

try to use corporate colors. Colors may be slightly altered to fit imagery.

These are starter images more may be acquired.

Cropping:
Circular cropping for some image applications is desired to 

match round compass theme. Cropping is not necessary for all 

imagery. Do not crop logo out of image.



VAN WRAP
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Van Wrap Style: 
Van Wrap should be company color black. Patterns should not overwhelm design and used more as 

ascents. Phone number and website should be visible and prominent. Logo should have a white stroke 

against dark background to allow legibility. Compass mark may be en-larged and does not have to 

have stroke but may be added if desired.  Use typographic logo rather than main logo when placing 

compass on same area. Do not cover mirrors or headlights. Door windows may have wrap if desired. 



STATIONARY SYSTEM
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Stationary Style: 
Stationary papers should be printed on white paper. Letter documents and #10 envelopes should use 

line patterns and compass towards bottom of page. Patina green is to be used as main color theme 

with company black as text and brown as highlight colors. Text colors should not be on dark 

background. Keep text sizes between 9pt and 12pt for paragraphs and headers should be at least double. 

Business cards must use use typographic logo on back and compass mark on front. 



WEBSITE
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Website Style: 
Webpage should have at the least have 5 sections such as home, about, reviews, services, 

book now, and contact. The site would be best as a single page layout that takes you 

to the section you click. Site must alternate colors and allow white space. Use company 

colors only (may use tints and shades). Website should be 2880 pixels wide at the least. 

Contact and Address information must be present in contact section. Header and footer 

must have main logo displayed. Logo on dark background must have white stroke or 

container. Either versions of icons are ok to use. Patterns are optional but do not use 

at full opacity with other elements on top. High quality images are suitable for web 

only. Make social media links present.  Avoid overlapping elements on multiple sections.



SOCIAL MEDIA ADVERTISING
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Instagram Advertisements: 
When promoting on Instagram, images should be square. Images may be arranged and designed 

anyway as long as the logo or mark are present. Please include hashtag #easttowest and #plumbing 

to gain a bigger audience. Always include the phrase “Book with us today” followed by the website. 

Use the compass mark for the profile picture. Other social media outlets are also ok to use. 



PROMOTIONAL ITEMS
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Uniforms: 
Using black coveralls, apply a patch or 

embroidered compass on the outfits left 

pocket area. For the back of the uniform 

use either the Emblem logo, Main logo, or 

Typographuc logo. The logos may need a 

stroke or white background depending on 

clothing materials. 

hats: 
Hats with a white front and black all the way 

around are ideal. May be used with uniform and 

or given out as a promotional item. Emblem 

logo must be used in center of hat. You may 

also use simplified mark logo for workers to 

wear only.

Keychains: 
These compass keychains can be ordered online 

in white. The size may vary due to site upload 

requirements. Use emblem logo only. If these 

specific keychains are unavailable find another 

white keychain preferably with a compass. These 

are promotional items.


